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What is leadership?
“the process of influencing the activities
of an organized group toward
goal achievement.”
–

(Rauch Jr. & Behling, 1984, p. 46)

Model of destructive and constructive leadership behavior

(Einarsen, Aasland, & Skogstad. 2007)

Laissez-faire
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We studied: active & passive destructive focal, constructive as control (Kant et al., submitted)

Laissez-faire

1. Will DLB predict job performance among crisis managers?
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Sample
•
•
•

65 OIM candidates
260 simulations
31% (n=20) fail

1. Will DLB predict job performance among crisis managers?

Kant, Skogstad, Hystad, Hetland, & Einarsen. (submitted). Poor and perilous.
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Absence of destructive
makes the hero

[Superman – Fig 1]

2 better = 1
poorer

Irrespective of
constructive
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(a) Decreased positive behaviors and experiences, e.g.:
Long-term
DLB at work
loweredeffects
subordinate of
performance,
•

•

•

•

•

Direkte effekter av destruktiv lederatferd:
agency,
–
Nedsatt humør i moral
form av sinne,
bitterhetand
og depresjon (Barling, 1996; Brodsky; 1976; Björkquist et. al., 1994; Elbing & Elbing, 1994).
–
Angst (Barling, 1996; Brodsky, 1976; Björkquist et. al., 1994; Keashly et al., 1994; Tepper, 2000).
identification
with
organizational
values
–
Kognitiv distraherbarhet og manglende konsentrasjon (Barling, 1996; Brodsky, 1976; Namie & Namie, 2000).
–
Frykt for vold (b)
eller andre
represalier mental
(Barling, 1996,
Brodsky, 1976;
Giacalone & Greenberg, 1997).
Increased
suffering,
e.g.:
Indirekte effekter av destruktiv lederatferd:
Anxiety,
lower
self-esteem,
and
–
Nedsatt psykologisk
velvære i form
av redusert
selvtillit, alkoholproblemer,
depresjon, nedsatt livskvalitet og emosjonell velvære, og symptomer
på ”Post Traumatic Stress Disorder” (Brodsky, 1976; Cortia et al., 2001; Laymann, 1992; Spratlen, 1995; Tepper, 2000).
lower
psychological
well-being
in
subordinates,
–
Nedsatt fysisk helsetilstand er en av konsekvensene av å oppleve mobbing og trakassering på arbeidsplassen (Ashforth, 1994; Barling, 1996;
Brodsky,
1976;
Einarsen, Raknes,
Matthiesen &increased
Hellesøy, 1996;alcohol
Kile, 1990;abuse,
Skogstad, 1997; Spratlen, 1995).
Fear of
violence,
depression,

Other concepts investigated empirically are likewise pertaining to the effects of destructive leadership. These stretch from lessened positive behaviors, over types of
suffering, until increases in detrimental behaviors in others. Abusive supervision results, for instance, in lower “organizational citizenship behavior” (OCB) (Aryee, Chen,
Sun, & Debrah, 2007; Zellars, Tepper, & Duffy, 2002) and in lower formally and supervisor-rated performance (Harris, Kacmar, & Zivnuska, 2007) in exposed
subordinates. It is linked to the psychological distress (Tepper, Moss, Lockhart, & Carr, 2007), and lower life- and work satisfaction (Tepper, 2000) of subordinates, and to
observed bullying (Hoel, Glasø, Hetland, Cooper, & Einarsen, 2009). Furthermore, abusive supervision is related to employees’ workplace deviance, particularly when
combined with a high intention to quit (Tepper, et al., 2009), and to supervisor-directed aggression (Inness, Barling, & Turner, 2005).
In addition, research has revealed that the effects of laissez faire types of leadership is consistently linked to negative outcomes on subordinates, such as low leadership
satisfaction or motivation (Den Hartog, Van Muijen, & Koopman, 1997; Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Hater & Bass, 1988). Passive-avoidant leadership, defined as leaders
avoiding their reasonability, and in many cases showing an absence of leadership behaviours, has been positively associated with exhaustion and cynicism, which are key
components in the burnout syndrome (Hetland, Sandal, & Johnsen, 2007; Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001). It has also been found that laissez-faire leadership have a
negative impact on safety climate and thus contributed to increased injuries rates (Kelloway, Mullen, & Francis, 2006; Zohar, 2002). Frischer and Larsson (2000)
conducted a qualitative study among Swedish PhD-students who had dropped out of the program, identifying laissez-faire leadership by the supervisors to be the main
reason for this “drop-out”. Then, the outcome is not only bad for the Phd students, but affects the efficiency of the University as such.
Leaders may not only abuse their subordinates but may also portray behaviours that primarily effect the organisation by inflicting negatively on the quality of work,
efficiency, or on relationships with customers and clients. Leaders in real life may not only neglect his/her own tasks, they may also prevent goal attainment, e.g. by
sabotaging their subordinate’s tasks, or by stealing resources from the organisation, be it material, financial or time. Leaders may even encourage subordinates towards
such depletion of resources. Publicly well known corporate scandals after the millennium where corporate executives are involved in unethical and illegal behaviour,
illustrate such potential destructive aspects of managerial behaviours, examples being the scandals in WorldCom and Enron, which have been denoted as “two of the
biggest accounting scandals to rock the financial world” (CNN, June 27, 2002). Enron went from being an old-style gas pipeline company in the 1980s, to an aggressive
energy trading company and marketing leader in the late 1990ies (Curall & Epstein, 2003), and ended in December of 2001 when the company filed for bankruptcy. The
former chief financial officer in Enron, Andrew Fastow, confessed to fraud, tax evasion, and embezzlement, and was sentenced to ten years in prison and confiscating of
over $25 million. Kenneth Lay who where the former chief executive and chairman of Enron, was also charged with fraud and inside trading. Executives at
telecommunications giant WorldCom, set up an accounting fraud that led to the, by then, largest bankruptcy in history (http://www.securitiesfraudfyi.com). The $11 billion
accounting-fraud collapse of WorldCom was revealed to the public in June 2002 and the company filed for bankruptcy in July 2002, with federal charges filed against
several executives. In Norway, three top executives resigned from Norway’s state oil company, Statoil, in September 2003, for their alleged part in arranging a $15 million
“consulting contract” which the police suspected was used to unlawfully bribe Iranian officials. In February 2003 the financial scandal of Swedish insurance-giant, Skandia,
was uncovered. Former CEO Lars-Eric Petersson, former chief financial officer Ulf Spång, and the former chief of life insurance Skandia Liv; Ola Ramstedt, all came
under investigation for misusing corporate assets. The three executives may have spent nearly $1 million of company money renovating luxury apartments, passing the
charge on as repairs to the corporate headquarters (TIME Europe Magazine, 03.01.04). Petersson and Spång were also investigated for the $42 million in bonus
payments that allegedly were not authorized by the board of directors

Lowered physical health

(c) Increased counterproductive behaviors, e.g.:
Employee workplace deviance
Aggression: supervisor directed, co-worker directed, customer directed
Theft, corruption, sabotage, lateness, shirking

(d) Increased Organization level troubles, e.g.:
Lower safety climate, safety behavior,.
Corruption – legal and monetary losses (misuse corporate assets &
$42 million non-authorized bonus payments (Skandia),
company bankruptcy (Enron & Andersen Consulting; Blackwater)
32 dead, many injured, loss of vessel (Costa)
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Academic unit

..vanskelig arbeidsmiljø

Image: FMS

Varsel fra hovedverneombud
A`s lederstil forverrer miljøet
Situasjonen mer fastlåst
enn forutsett

Et besetningsmedlem
sykemeldt, ett vurdert til
sykemelding
uib.no

Academic unit

SAK: SJ KV beslutter (permanent) fradisponering av Skipssjef, uten andre tiltak etter det akutte
Høyesterett sier:
Årsak

Effekter

Tiltak (midlertidig)

Tiltak (permanent)

DLB fra (ellers flink) leder, unner
lang tid (> 6 måneder)

Besetning fungerte ikke

Fradisponering, midlertidig = OK

Fradisponering, permanent = ikke OK

Arbeidsmiljø (og helse-) problem

Hjemmel nok i arbeidsgiver sin
styringsrett

Hvis «midlertidige og mindre inngripende
tiltak» kan ivareta behovet, ikke grunn til
permanent fradisponering.

Skipet fungerer ikke – et
sikkerhetsproblem: «…risiko for
feil eller svikt i en kritisk
situasjon»

Skipssjefsdommen: HR-2016-2521-A
uib.no
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Academic unit

DLB over tid et problem
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Nå i norsk rettspraksis

At leder trør til siden kan
være et rimelig tiltak

Skipssjefsdommen: HR-2016-2521-A

Organisasjonen må støtte
sine ledere – må hjelpe dem
holde DLB nede både før og
etter det har skjedd!
uib.no

Image: NRK 1, October 2. 2014 Schrödingers katt

Change

2. Will crisis management training reduce DLB?
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Change
DLB Passive:

DLB Active: n/s

CLB:

2. Will crisis management training reduce DLB?

DLB: sources and processes

)
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Sources of destructive leader behavior

(Padilla et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010)

Self regulatory
Me
Social cognitive

Followers

Situation/
Environment
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The Swiss cheese model of how defences, barriers, and safeguards may be penetrated by an
accident trajectory.

Reason J BMJ 2000;320:768-770

©2000 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group

A banana can be a barrier
Images: L. Kant (private)

Energy for
inhibition

Sleep for
mature
moral
reasoning

If not,
agression!

If not,
cave man!

Bushman et al. (2014)

Olsen et al. (2010)
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Becoming self-aware: what is my shark music?

(Coyne, 2013)

Photo: Andrew Thomas, wikimedia commons

Need to belong (Baumeister &Leary, 1995) + the Inner Ring (Lewis, 1949, p. 63) + Cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957) = Corruption?
” Over a drink or a cup of coffee, disguised as a triviality and sandwiched
between two jokes, from the lips of a man, or woman, whom you have
recently been getting to know rather better and whom you hope to know
better still—just at the moment when you are most anxious not to appear
crude, or naive or a prig—the hint will come. (…) It would be so terrible to
see the other man’s face—that genial, confidential, delightfully
sophisticated face—turn suddenly cold and contemptuous, to know that
you had been tried for the Inner Ring and rejected. And then, if you are
drawn in, next week it will be something a little further from the rules, and
next year something further still, but all in the jolliest, friendliest spirit. It
may end in a crash, a scandal, a penal servitude; it may end in millions, a
peerage and giving the prizes at your old school. But you will be a
scoundrel.”
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Need to belong vs. the
Inner Ring

Kant’s continuum of DLB for individual leaders
Barrier
Shark

Repair

Relieve duty

Impulse

Expressed

Improper

Mutiny? Whistleblowing-systems? Dialogue? Union? Turnover? www.jobbfast.no
uib.no
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DLB: for practitioners
leo.kant@kantpsychology.com

Complex causes, several DLB forms
• Many causes
– Don’t overstate the individual!
– Consider organization and
coworkers
• Behavioral observation/assessment
– Medio-strong situations = variance
– Design to reveal different forms
– Selection criteria first
leo.kant@kantpsychology.com
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Complex, severe, and un-touched
• a business opportunity?
• Complex enough to hold automation at
bay?

Photo: Mirko Tobias Schäfer, wikimedia commons

Individual responsibility
• Start with the simplest
– Shark music
– Bloodsugar
– Sleep

Image: L. Kant (private)

• … then
– training
– Knowing your teammembers, etc
leo.kant@kantpsychology.com
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Takk!
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